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A chaotic upside-down world, where injustice is justice, war is peace and good and bad are
reversible at will,  has been emerging over the last decades. Gradually.  But ever more
severely, to the point where most everyone is confused, preferring holding on to his / her
comfort zone, also called cognitive dissonance.

George Orwell’s 1984 is but a prelude to what is still in the making – and may come, if
We, the People, do not stop it.

Today,  the  juxtaposed  values  that  are  infiltrated  in  our  brains  by  massive  lie-propaganda
have already reached a stage where most people cannot detect a difference between truth
and lies. Once they do, they find themselves believing in what commonly is known as a lie,
but is sold by the elite and its billion-dollar mass-media as the truth.

So, they are confused and applaud their hangman.

Confusion is absolute.
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Take Sicily, or some of the refugee-strategically placed Greek islands, like Lesbos, Leros,
Samos, Chios, Kos – they are among the Mediterranean islands, most invaded and affected
by refugees. They are the places of first refuge for Africans and Asians fleeing from misery
and tyranny at home.

Black and colored skins, are often hated, and discriminated against. Yet, they are in poverty
and misery – most needing help, attention from their fellow humans.

We, the largely white Europeans, have everything; they have nothing. They roam the streets
begging, being chased away from restaurants and hotels by waiters and servants of the
rich. Often even police stop them from begging.

The refugees’ situation today is intimately connected to some 500-plus years of mostly
European colonization, when native and indigenous people were enslaved and exploited,
along with their lands.

According to UNHCR, there are currently worldwide more than 100 million people on the run,
fleeing from home, misery and hopefully from death.

The dynamics of history is playing out today.

For most of the “freed” colonies freedom never came, even though proclaimed in most
“former” colonies in the fifties and sixties. “Former” is but a euphemism for a color-change.
Today they are as colonized – or worse – as they were then. The white colons chose their
corrupted colored counterparts  to  continue exploitation on their  white colons’  behalf  –
dictatorship in misery.

Pakistan, Bangladesh, India are Asian’s prime examples. When a country like Pakistan finally
elects – to the surprise of the west – a leader who defends the interests of his fellow-people,
Imran Ahmed Khan – the wannabe empire US of A pudges him, by buying corrupt Pakistani
Parliamentarians and politicians. And nobody does anything against it. So, the western cabal
continues pretending ruling over Pakistan, formerBritish colony.

Ukraine

Compare this to white-skinned Ukrainian refugees. They have priority everywhere. Even
hotels in selected European cities advertise We support Ukrainian refugees. Whatever that
may mean. Nobody asks. It expresses the current brainwashed state of mind.

After  EU  Council  President  Charles  Michel  proposed  to  make  Ukraine  and  Moldova
candidates  for  EU membership,  the  draft  final  declaration  of  the  June 23-24 EU summit  in
Brussels on June 21, 2022, stated,

“The European Council has decided to grant candidate country status to Ukraine and
Moldova.” (Georgia is to be granted candidate status as well.) It is assumed that the 27
heads of state and government will follow the EU Commission’s recommendation. See
this.

*
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The Role of Germany in the US-Ukraine proxy war

Three days after the Russian attack on Ukraine – just as illegal under international law were
all US wars since the attack on Yugoslavia – German Chancellor Olaf Scholz introduced his
government’s statement on Feb. 27 with the words:

“February 24, 2022 marks a turning point in the history of our continent.”

In  a  firm voice,  Scholz  castigated  Vladimir  Putin’s  cold-bloodedness  and  ruthlessness  over
his war of aggression, which he said could not be justified by anything, and asked:

“May might break right?”. The rhetorical answer (with respect to Russia) is clearly no.
However, different standards seem to apply to the United States. 

Would Olaf Scholz, who has one of the most corrupt political records in recent German
history (see this [in German]) , dare to challenge the US, for example with “May might break
right?” – While referring to US invasions and aggressions on Syria, Iran, Pakistan, China,
North  Korea,  Cuba,  Venezuela,  Nicaragua,  Sudan,  Yemen  –  and  yes,  Russia  —  and
uncountable more countries over the past few decades – causing the death of some 20 to 25
million people.

Would Chancellor Scholz dare to refer to such US-made atrocities?

Clearly not. But nobody reacts. It’s normal. Double-standards: The western cabal is always
right with might. This narrative has been indoctrinated into the brains of western civilization
for over hundred years. It’s just part of an incoherent chaos, where might is right – and bad
is good, where justice is overruled and literally overrun, bulldozed away by the powers that
be. No constitutional rule, nor any national or international court, or judge, dares to stop
them, the corrupted western governments, and the masters that pull the strings on them.

To  stay  with  the  absurdity  of  the  western  supported  Ukrainian  conflict  –  NATO
countries have been shipping untold quantities for billions of dollars and euros of modern
weaponries,  including  the  most  sophisticated  tanks  and  anti-missile  systems,  drones,
missiles – and more, much more. This weaponry digitized, works electronically and needs
well-trained personnel to be used.

It so happens that such western / NATO training is apparently fast declining. RT (Russia
Today) reports that Training of Ukrainian troops has “dipped” in recent weeks, leaving them
unable to operate advanced weapons systems from the West. See this.
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Is it possible that western training of Ukrainian troops declined, because the west has lost
hope in Ukraine’s making any headways against Russia? – A senior US defense official told
the Foreign Policy (FP) magazine, “The drumbeat of faster, faster, faster” does not always
work well because “the Ukrainians needed to have the training to be able to effectively use
these systems.”

Or is the reason for the faltering training much worse – namely that the lavish deliveries of
‘lethal  aid’  from the US,  UK and other  NATO countries  to  Ukraine have led to  “black
marketplaces”, where some of those weapons can be purchased popping up on the dark
web,  [Google explains the dark web  as part of the internet that isn’t visible to search
engines and requires the use of an anonymizing browser to be accessed. The dark web may
be used by people wishing to carry out illegal activities online, such as selling weapons or
drugs].

According to RT, Ukrainian traders claim to offer not just small arms or body armor on the
dark web, but also such sophisticated hardware as Javelin and NLAW anti-tank systems or
Phoenix Ghost and Switchblade explosive drones.

When asked if dark web-purchased weapons could be delivered to an area outside Ukraine,
for  example,  the  Polish  border  town  of  Przemysl,  the  reply  was:  No  problem,  for  an
additional cost of US$ 1,000, meaning that Ukrainian arms smugglers may have already
bribed border guards to cross in and out of Poland without complications. See this.

Food shortages and Famine

The Rockefeller Foundation over ten years ago predicted food shortages.

So, what may happen in the next 12 to 24 months – famine, death in many poverty-stricken
areas – is not a Russian caused food-shortage. It’s part of the cabal’s plan. It  fits perfectly
their agenda, creating fear, misery and population reduction, by any means possible.

And we know the massive and coerced vaxxing with toxic and electromagnetic substances
is also part of the cabal’s master plan – Rockefeller, Gates, Schwab et al, and not to forget,
the BlackRock-Vanguard financial headmasters.
See this.

None of this is made transparent by the 24/7 mass-media lie-propaganda. They would not
tell us that this is all part of a long-planned massive eugenics agenda; a planned massive
genocide.

In the Horrifying American Roots of Nazi Eugenics, Edwin Black wrote on 28 June 2022,
[during the German Nazi period] Eugenics was the racist pseudoscience determined to wipe
away all human beings deemed “unfit,” – or in preserving only those who conformed to the
Arian stereotype. Elements of the philosophy were enshrined as [Nazi Germany’s] national
policy by forced sterilization and segregation laws.

This sounds very much like getting rid of  the “useless eaters”,  as Klaus Schwab’s top
adviser, Yuval Noah Harari, WEF scholar and Israeli intellectual would call today’s “unfit”, or
simply superfluous people.

https://www.rt.com/news/558263-ukraine-western-weapons-darknet/?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Email
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It is a dark and rotten civilization that produces so-called “intellectuals” – where is the
intellect? – who call part of their fellow-humans “useless eaters or people”, or unfit. May we
turn such arrogance around, calling them, the Schwabs and Hariris  of  this  world,  “the
useless crust of humanity”? See this.

Digitization of Everything

The world’s population, especially the primary-targeted western world’s populace, is  so
much divided, scared, and / or wantonly swerved away from the reality through a “well-
deserved relaxed back-to-normal summer period” that most of them are totally oblivious to
what’s to come – the harsh, and ever harsher continuation of restrictions, mandates, of
elimination of human rights, of personal rights, of personal freedoms.

Digitization is already all over us, in many forms, but the most nefarious mode is through
the QR code (QR = Quick Response), that can store as much as 30,000-plus pieces of
information about every one of us. And there is literally no limit to its potential expansion.
We are talking about digitization of money, of every transaction – purchase, payment, trade,
travel, service contracts, medical records including digitization of the human brain.

It’s called Optogenetics, a well-advanced WEF (World Economic Forum) program of total
brain control. See this from Kla.tv (23 June 2022 – in German).

*

Nuclear holocaust, vaxx genocide or eugenics and digitization of everything including your
brain? Is this our convoluted, chaotic, topsy-turvy, state-of-utter-confusion future?

Why would not the masters of ceremony, Klaus Schwab, Gates, Rockefeller, et al, as well as
their top financial Cult Rulers of the BlackRock-Vanguard Clan, test total digital brain control
on  themselves?  Their  digitized,  robotized,  optogenized  brains  may  experience  utter
happiness,  as  Artificial  Intelligence  (AI)  may deprive  them gradually  but  totally  of  all  their
possessions – converting them into common goods.

Common good for We, The People, who through our enlightenment and will-power will have
overcome  the  beast  of  treason,  deception  and  downright  crime  and  ascended  to  a
civilization of Peace, Love and Harmony into a bright future for mankind.

*
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